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THE GREEN SHEET 

Keeneland Selections 
By, John M. Gaver III 

www.johngaver.com 
 
 
Keeneland Race Course: 2017 Fall Meet 
Sixteenth Day: Friday, October 27, 2017 
Post Time: 1:05 P.M. Eastern 
Keeneland Meet Stats: 140-22-25-26—16%W, 52%ITM 
 
Note: Selections are made in order, first through fourth 
 
RACE ONE 
(#1 POE)ROYAL HOLIDAY: Cuts back to 6F; love blinks “off” move—drops   
(#5)OUT OF HYDEING: Will be tighter in second career start; wheeled back 
(#1A POE)LINBURGH’S KITTEN: Improved on the drop; great post draw 
(#3)SOMETHING BIRD: Sneaky good effort in last; improved with blinkers 
 
SELECTIONS: 1(Part of Entry)-5-1A(Part of Entry)-3 
 
 
RACE TWO 
(#2)LIL MISS BLUE EYES: Woke up for a tag; gate-to-wire threat, tighter   
(#4)BUTTER UP KATIE: Loves the surface change to dirt; gets pocket trip 
(#7)STROMBOLIAN: Should like her first crack at a two-turn trip; drops 
(#5)POCKET OF ACES: Bred to relish the stretch out; great meet for barn 
 
SELECTIONS: 2-4-7-5 
 
 
RACE THREE 
(#7)SPIRIT GRABBER: Checked hard at 1/8th-pole last time; cutback suits   
(#8)SOLITARY RANGER: Likes a “fast” racetrack; lateral class move 
(#4)LUCKY LOTTO: Slight class drop & 7F suits; 9YO is a 12X winner 
(#3)MAGIC COMMAND: Free wheeler has company carving out the pace 
 
SELECTIONS: 7-8-4-3 
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RACE FOUR 
(#3)SIR BALLANTINE: Better on dirt and responds to Leparoux; drops   
(#1)THIRSTFORLIFE: Will be an early pace factor & likes KEE—steps up 
(#6)STAPLETON: Fuels an honest pace; he’s a cut below others in class 
(#2)WHOLE LOTTA LUCK: He’ll appreciate the cutback to 8.5F; tick cheap 
 
SELECTIONS: 3-1-6-2 
 
 
RACE FIVE 
(#9)DADDY IS A LEGEND: 2nd behind a buzz saw in last; holds all the aces   
(#8)BEAU BELLE: Overcame a rough start, wide draw on debut—upside 
(#10)GENTLE RULER: She’ll be tighter this time around; 9F in wheelhouse 
(#7)VEVINA: $500K miss invades from New York; 9F taxing for 1st-timer 
 
SELECTIONS: 9-8-10-7 
 
 
RACE SIX 
(#2)HUNKA BURNING LOVE: Lone four-time winner is in a snug spot   
(#7)NOSHACKLESHERE: Returns to “3 lifetime” company; dictates pace? 
(#1)RECKLING: Throw out last in slop; he takes a significant class drop  
(#5)ENDER: Acted like he needed his last of near 2-month layoff; improves 
 
SELECTIONS: 2-7-1-5 
 
 
RACE SEVEN 
(#6)DOUGLAS ROAD: KD shipper has never run a bad one; blinkers “on”   
(#11)GET A VALENTINE: Big try off the shelf; placed in 70% of turf starts 
(#9)ONE LAST STRIKE: Reliable late kick; tries winners, Lanerie stays 
(#7)SHARM EL SHEIKH: He ran well in first try vs. winners; is improving  
 
SELECTIONS: 6-11-9-7 
 
 
RACE EIGHT 
(#7)EMMA KATE: Barn excels with debut runners, 2YOS; bred to sprint   
(#9)CLEARWATER: The proven speed on Tapeta; has an experience edge 
(#10)MISS DIVINE: Congrats filly sports a sharp local gate move on 10-14 
(#8)NOHO: Sire can get dirt sprinters; note :46 4/5 gate breeze at Churchill 
 
SELECTIONS: 7-9-10-8 
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RACE NINE 
(#3)PROUD REUNION: Exits a G3 stakes; barn has been “live” at the tilt   
(#10)POUR GIRL: Tries every time and loves 8F; she always provides value 
(#6)BROOKS HOUSE: She runs well fresh and likes Keeneland’s turf course 
(#1A POE)PERU(GB): First start off the claim for Maker; sitting on “bullet”  
 
SELECTIONS: 3-10-6-1A(Part of Entry) 
 
 
RACE TEN 
(#4)SALES CALL: Catches a soft bunch on the slight drop; at best at 6F   
(#5)LADY CLEOPATRA: Nice try against the bias in last; gets wheeled back 
(#3)CHASING CARS: Had things own way in maiden score; toss the turf try 
(#6)MANDARINA: Has speed, blinkers, and Jon Court; first start for a tag 
 
SELECTIONS: 4-5-3-6 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  


